Poster Presentation Guidelines – IKE-Day 2019

Who: Anyone can present a poster, but we expect the majority of Ph.D. students & post-docs at IKE to present a poster. Register for IKE Day at:

https://old.liu.se/medfak/ike/ike-dagen-2019?l=sv

What: Your current or planned research, as up to date as possible!

Size: Variable size, but preferably portrait orientation. Posters can be printed at the Linköping University printing unit: liutryck@liu.se

Language: Swedish or English, but preferably English

Poster Prizes:

1. A Poster prize from a scientific meeting is an impressive merit on your CV!
2. IKE Best Poster Prize, as judged by an independent (non-IKE) panel of scientists and science communicators. Specifics of prize type and value announced on IKE-Day.

If you have any further questions, contact me at, colm.nestor@liu.se